Chevy express 2000

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. This page is for personal, non-commercial use.
We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the
lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is
good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior
Front head room 41 " Rear head room 39 " Front shoulder room 69 " Rear shoulder room 58 "
Front hip room 64 " Rear hip room 56 " Front leg room Standard seating 8 Exterior Length
Gross weight 7, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 2, Payload 1, lbs. Maximum towing
capacity 7, lbs. Drive type rear-wheel Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. Upfitter Pkg. We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel
Confirm. Updating Configuration This calculation is only an estimate and is not an accurate
representation of the actual monthly payment. Interest rate and term are subject to credit
approval. It may include other taxes, fees, regulatory charges, etc. This this only has 51k Actual
miles which is super low and everything works as it should its pretty much as close to new as
your going to get for a 21 year old van so if you have been searching for a super solid low mile
people mover this is probably the van for you! Give us a call if your interested thanks.
Disclaimer : Prices do not include government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any
electronic filing charge and any emission testing charge. Prices may not include Dealer Delivery
and Handling Charges. We update our website inventory frequently, but our inventory changes
with recent sales. Mileage may change slightly due to test drives. We are not responsible for
any errors or omissions on this page. Please feel free to call us before you visit. Transmission
4-Speed Automatic Engine 8cyl - 7. Payment Calculator. Audio System. Tires and Rims. Air
Conditioning. Exterior Features. Convenience Features. Similar Vehicles. Text Us. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,

service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a
vehicle's level of equipment or special features. There are some problems with the van. Its bad
on gas, as it sucks a lot of gas. It doesn't get good gas mileage. It does not have seat heaters.
And it is low to the ground so I have to be careful with I bought this van used 3 and a half years
ago and I hoped to get a year out of it. It is still going strong with a minimum of maintenance. I
do not take it on long trips but for my work as a My van is reliable. It requires little maintenance
and has never let me down. Despite the fact that it has over , miles I will keep it until it can't go
any farther. I own a Chevy Express van. I've owned it for 5. I've had to put a lot of maintenance
in it such as a new transmission, fuel pump and things like that, but It's It is an old vehicle, it
runs fine but we have had some tie rod issues and very loose steering is one thing I strongly
dislike about this van. This van does not have cruise control that also is a It is the most
comfortable vehicle I have ever ridden in. It is the roomiest vehicle I have ever seen. It had top
of the line technology when it was manufactured, but is lacking by today's technology And it is
low to the ground so I have to be careful with objects and getting stuck in mud. And when it
rains it starts leaking in the back, maybe seal going bad. Other than that it's great. It's very
comfy ride has ice cold AC. It has a audio jack so I can hook it up to my phone and listen to
Pandora or maps. Its best vehicle I had compared to the Acura 3. And it has plenty of room for
my kids and 1 being disabled, it helps to have a lot of room. This van does not have cruise
control that also is a feature I wish I had. I use this van for camping and I absolutely love it for
that. Old vehicle, but reliable. Carries more than average van. Over time the gas mileage gets
worse. We have spent hundreds in a month to fuel this van. Backfires often. Spark plugs needed
to be replaced What's the Chevy express wheel bolt pattern? What is the Chevy Express Van
cabin air filter location? Answers are provided by third parties. We do not guarantee accuracy of
responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. Crash Test. MPG up to. Source
FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior
Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Indigo Blue. Summit White. Dark Carmine Red
Metallic. Victory Red. Medium Bronzemist Metallic. Chevrolet Express Van Models Models also
known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features.
View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. Very comfy ride. Lots of space. Bad on gas, Read
More. It is a great van that gets me to warmer It has a great amount of too and is very A vehicle
worthy of ownership. Cargo van. Great storage space in the rear. This is a great vehicle as long
as you keep Cargo van short review why I use a cargo Chevy express: still comfortable but Paul
L wrote on November 22, Amy C wrote on November 22, Melissa M wrote on November 22, See
All Reviews Owner Reviews For Reliability. Large utility van, spacious and helpful. Owner
Reviews For Fuel Economy. Combined MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video Reviews.
Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: The Chevrolet Express has a wheel bolt pattern size of
5xmm. The wheel bolt pattern is what is used to keep the wheel and rim bolted to the vehicle. It
is measured by takeng the diameter of a Answer: The Chevy Express Van cabin air filter
location is below the glove box. Being a sweaty mess is never a good time. That's why the air
conditioner needs to be working. You will come across issues with this Chevrolet recommends
that You use synthetic oil when You need to change it. There are two main types of oil on See all
Frequently Asked Questions. See all Safety Features. Browse By Category. Small Cars. Would
you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this
m
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cool diagrams
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

